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Renovating an existing building allows many families to stay in the home they 
love, even when living situations have changed. Families expand, children grow 
up and move out, possessions multiply, aging parents move in, or you might 

decide to set up a home-office space. The decision to ‘love it or  list it’ typically comes 
down to how much you love your neighbourhood, and finances.

Renovations

    Kitchen Renovations

Remodelling your kitchen is one of the 
best ways to create a beautiful, functional 
space in which to cook and enjoy delicious 
meals, spend quality time with the fam-
ily, and entertain guests. It's also the one 
renovation most real estate agents can 
agree on that should increase the market 
value of your home. How much you invest 
in a kitchen remodel will depend largely on 
the overall budget, how long you plan to 
live in the home and the scope of the rest 
of the remodel project.

Upscale kitchen renovations will typically
accompany a full home remodel, like a BC Energy Step Code upgrade or Passive 
House retrofit. Here, the designer / builder may choose to modify the room’s floor plan 
to create a kitchen footprint that better suits your needs. Custom cabinets, stone or 
concrete countertops, glass or tile backsplashes, and state of the art energy-saving ap-
pliances are just the beginning. Undermount sinks with a designer faucet and a water 
filtration system are popular. Floor choices include tile, stone, solid or engineered hard-
wood, or polished concrete; and many floors will have radiant heat. To eliminate eye 
strain and make your new kitchen pop, elegant new light fixtures and task lighting are 
installed.

Renovations can make better use of the space you have, and even make the place 
feel bigger. Or you may want to create a rental suite. Decluttering only goes so far, and 
sometimes an addition or extension is the only way to create the extra space you need. 

This guide will help you decide which renovations and additions you want your design-
er/builder to incorporate into your remodel project and provide a quotation for. 



    Bathroom Renovations

Remodelling bathrooms runs a close 
second to the kitchen, when it comes to 
return on investment. Similar to a kitchen 
addition, bathroom projects have an ROI 
of up to 62%. There are cosmetic reno-
vations, functional remodels to the exist-
ing space, and additions.

Homeowner needs change, and fre-
quently cosmetic upgrades alone aren't 
going to address the functional changes 
desired to meet the family’s needs. In 
our fast-paced lifestyle, some families 
just don’t have time to soak in a tub, so 
they’d prefer a larger shower instead.

Others want a big soaker tub to unwind in the evenings, and really have no need for a 
shower. On older homes many vanities had only one sink; and that's become a prob-
lem. A second sink, or maybe a whole additional vanity are what's needed.

Your designer / builder can help you redefine bathroom spaces so they work for you. 
The shape of the floor plan  and even the size may have to change to accommodate 
some of the changes. Other times, the addition of another bathroom is what's needed, 
to accommodate an expanding family; or an additional bathroom on another floor, to 
help aging empty nesters.

    Finishing the Basement

Finishing your basement will increase the livable square footage of your home, turning 
a utility and storage area into a beautiful, functional living space. It's one of the most 
popular home improvement projects. Basements pose some unique challenges, but 
with the right materials and technique, they can be as warm and comfortable as any 
other room in the house. A good place to start is having your designer create scale 
drawings of the plans to submit to the municipality for approval.

Traditional finishing solutions, using stud frame walls, fibre insulation with a vapor barri-
er, and carpet and underlay applied directly to the concrete floor, are still popular. How-
ever, this method can often set the stage for mould growth, energy performance issues 
and musty air quality. Foam wall systems and engineered subfloor systems are one of 
the modern approaches for creating warm, comfortable and durable basement spaces.



    Finishing the Attic

Attic renovations provide another option for increasing the livable square footage of 
your home. Local building codes can vary by municipality, but they typically state that 
at least half of the finished attic must be at least 7 feet high, and that this area must be 
a minimum of 7 feet wide and 70 square feet, with access to a stairway. The addition 
of dormers can often resolve height shortcomings. If you're building a staircase from 
scratch,  a switchback or spiral layout has a smaller footprint than a linear one, and 
could provide more floor space.

Popular uses for attics are a bedroom, home-based office, workout gym or art studio. 
Many families also take in a tenent upstairs, to help out with the mortgage and expens-
es. Your architect or builder can determine if the foundation, framing, and your attic's 
floor joists can handle the additional weight, or if structural reinforcement is required. A 
finished attic weighs a lot more than boxes of off-season gear.

One of the most important considerations when finishing an attic space is insulation. 
With lower ceilings, the attic is typically the coldest or warmest part of the home, de-
pending on the time of the year.  Ceiling fans are very helpful for circulating the air with 
low ceilings.

If your home doesn't have dormers, triple pane skylights are popular for attics because 
they let light into a relatively dark attic space. If you're adding a bathroom in the attic, 
placing it above a bathroom on the lower floor will save the expense of moving pipes.

Interlocking subfloor panels have a high density, textured layer bonded to the un-
derside of OSB, with plastic risers that create an air space. Carpet, vinyl, laminate, 
hardwood flooring, tile or stone can be applied right over the subfloor. The wall panels 
replace conventional studs and fibre insulation, and are applied above the subfloor. 
Panels are made of high density foam, with interlocking OSB edges, and often come 
with drywall factory-bonded to the interior face. Lumber rails, fastened to the subfloor, 
and the joists in the basement ceiling become the anchor points for the panels, and 
provide an air gap between the wall panels and the concrete.

If you're planning a BC Energy Step Code upgrade or Passive House retrofit, it's impor-
tant to work closely with your designer / builder to make sure your basement insulation 
and airtightness solution will integrate with the rest of the Step Code strategy for the 
future.



    Exterior Renovations

An exterior makeover is one of the most effective ways to greatly enhance the enjoy-
ment of living in your home, boost its curb appeal and pride of ownership, and increase 
its resale value. Our rainy BC weather can put a lot of wear and tear on the outer fin-
ishes of your building. There have been many improvements to building materials over 
the years, such as roofing, siding, and gutters. Building styles and finishes are con-
stantly evolving, and you may want to modernize your home's exterior to keep up with 
the rest of the neighbourhood.

High Performance Envelope Renovation

Before After

In this renovation project we replaced the old Tyvek house wrap from 2005, installed when the 
sodding was replaced. This home was built in 1985, with very poor insulation and an inade-
quate air/vapor barrier. Warm moist air always wants to expand into the cold air, so in the winter 
the interior warm air tried to migrate through the walls. With poor vapour sealing, the moisture 
was driven outwards to the exterior sheathing. The wrinkles in the Tyvek show where water 
passed through the wall and collected at the back of the siding. With no rain screen capillary 
break, the moisture had nowhere to go. A new water resistive barrier (WRB) was installed, care-
fully taped for airtightness, and exterior insulation applied.



And there’s energy efficiency to consider. Perhaps you’ve made a few changes, like 
updating to energy efficient appliances, installing a new furnace and replacing some 
of the windows with double pane glass. But it’s become apparent that it’s all of the 
elements – the building envelope, ventilation, heating and cooling systems – working 
together that provide real comfort and significant energy savings. This may be the time 
to consider upgrading to Step 3, 4 or even 5 of the BC Energy Step Code.

Additions

    Increasing Your Square Footage

Room and house additions are an excellent way to increase the value of your home. In 
addition to expanding the living and storage space, adding rooms with features home 
buyers are looking for can boost the resale value of your home.

Before you begin, you'll want to speak with your designer / builder. Municipal zon-
ing ordinances and building codes will have to be checked, and your blueprints and 
plans approved, before you can obtain a building permit to begin work. Increasing your 
square footage may cause your homeowners’ insurance to increase slightly, so that’s 
something you may want to look into.

    Adding Dormers

Dormers can add curb appeal, and they make your home look bigger. They not only ex-
pand your attic, upstairs bedroom or bathroom, but also let in more natural light. There 
are several types of dormers, which are usually determined by their roof shapes. Gable, 
hip roof and shed dormers are the most popular.

Gable dormers, often called doghouse dormers, include a roof that peaks in the middle 
and descends on the sides. Shed-roof dormers reach their lowest point in the front and 
slope upward toward the back. Hip roof dormers typically contain three sides that come 
together at a peak.

    A Room Over the Garage

Adding a rental apartment or bonus room over the garage is another excellent way to 
add extra square footage and improve your home's curb appeal. The garage already 
exists, so the house's footprint won't change. First, have your builder determine if your 
home’s structure and foundation can handle the extra weight of the addition.



To make the addition appear seamless, it's important that features like gables, win-
dows and exterior finishes are harmonious with the house's style. Many homeowners 
will schedule their garage addition at the same time as a facelift of the exterior of the 
home, like painting, or new siding.

Remember; this addition isn't just about adding a room or two. You'll need access to 
the new space from the existing second floor. This typically calls for reconfiguring one 
or two rooms to add a hallway. If the new apartment requires plumbing, that will also 
have to be factored into the design.

    Building a Second Story

One of the most ambitious remodel projects is the addition of a second story. A signifi-
cant investment, adding another story does add significant square footage and resale 
value to your home. You could effectively double your living space, or create a rental 
suite with a separate entrance. Your builder or engineer can determine if your home’s 
structure and foundation can handle the additional weight.

There are several ways to do this. You could build from scratch, tearing off the roof and 
building a whole new upper level from scratch. This is a popular choice with ranch-style 
houses. Another way to go is to sever the existing roof, lift it off temporarily; then put it 
back in place after the framing is complete on the new level. A third option is expanding 
the upper level to extend over an existing one-story section, like a flat roof garage.

Second story additions can also be built off-site. The pre-fabricated modular second 
floor can be installed relatively quickly, saving you from living in a constant construction 
zone. Going modular can potentially save you 10 - 20% over conventional construction.

    Incorporating a Mudroom

Many homes already have entryways, but there's no way to organize the shoes, coats 
and kids' backpacks. Back to school doesn't have to mean a return to chaos. A mud-
room keeps the outdoors out of your home. It can reduce clutter and time spent clean-
ing, while increasing the value of your property. 

If you're working with an existing entryway, adding cabinets and a big sink can bring 
a welcome sense of order to the home. It can literally save the rest of the house from 
becoming a dumping ground. Custom shelving can keep muddy boots and raincoats 
separate from the dry shoes and coats. Square cubby holes with plastic bins make an 
excellent place to store damp gloves or wet footwear.

Other considerations are places to hang dog leashes, backpacks and keys. A bench is 



a useful place to take off boots, or to set down the shopping. Do you need bins for the 
family's mail, and a message board? Will the laundry area be combined with your mud 
room? Some homeowners add a welcoming powder room for guests, accessible from 
the mud room.

Building a new mudroom addition is another option, if a suitable entryway isn't avail-
able. The addition lets you create from scratch. You and your designer / builder have a 
blank canvas to create a space that is both beautiful and functional.

    Expanding or Enhancing Your Laundry Room

Is your existing laundry room too small? Can it be expanded to gain more square foot-
age? Or is it possible to move the room to another part of the house? What could be 
handier than having the laundry room close to the bedrooms and main bathrooms? 
Second-floor laundry rooms are very practical, and have become a big selling feature.

Laundry rooms are often an afterthought in home design, but we're in them quite a lot. 
Additional cabinets, a counter for folding clothes, with a laundry sink, a hanging rod, 
space for an ironing board, side-by-side front loading washer and dryer, a comfortable 
chair for waiting or reading, and windows to let in some sunshine are just a few of the 
features that can turn your dreary laundry room into an enjoyable place to get catch up.

    Converting the Porch into a Three-Season Sunroom

In BC, it can be chilly for nearly half the year. For those who love their porch or patio, a 
sunroom can be the perfect addition. A sunroom is a room addition with built-in heating 
and cooling. You'll want to consult your designer / builder to see if your existing porch 
can be closed in. In many cases the deck or concrete pad isn't designed to handle the 
weight and other requirements of the new living space, and you'll start from scratch 
with a blank canvas, with endless possibilities.

The walls, roof and floor will be framed and insulated, with appropriate vapour barri-
ers. Large windows are a key design element in sunrooms, letting in plenty of sunlight. 
Energy-efficient triple-pane and low-e glass keep the room warm in winter and cool in 
the summer. Many sunrooms also have their own HVAC or air conditioning system, 
and your new room will have to be wired for outlets, lighting and perhaps a ceiling fan. 
If you're installing a bar, you may also want to run water out to the bar sink.



    Adding a Bump-Out Addition

Cantilevered house bump-outs are micro-extensions of rooms, that add extra square 
footage for specific needs. Popular bump-out options include creating a window nook 
in a living room, adding space for a bathtub in a bathroom, increasing the space in a 
kitchen to allow for more counter space or a breakfast area, and making room for a 
walk-in closet.

Since these additions replace a portion of your home's outer wall, they must match the 
building code and structural standards of the original building. Some bump-outs will 
also require a small roof. A good time to consider adding a bump-out is when the exte-
rior of the home is also being remodelled or repainted.

These detached secondary homes – also called accessory dwelling units (ADUs) or 
laneway homes – often serve as home offices, secondary suites, apartments, or guest 
houses. Coach houses give families additional options, for retired parents, grown chil-
dren just starting out, or as rental suites. 

Carriage houses have become increasingly popular in Greater Vancouver and the Sea 
to Sky Corridor as a way for homeowners to maximize the potential of their properties 
and build equity. Carriage homes rent for a premium because tenants enjoy ground 
floor living – as opposed to apartments or below grade basement suites – and the pri-
vacey of a detached building.

A major advantage is the homeowner already owns the property, so there is no cost 
for obtaining land. A rezoning application will likely be required when the development 
proposal seeks to change a zoning designation, land use, or density of a site; so you or 
your builder needs to contact your local municipality to confirm the zoning requirements 
and carriage home guidelines in your area.

Building a Carriage House



Energy Efficiency Retrofits

Your home can be more energy-efficient, no matter when it was built. New home con-
struction standards now demand greater energy efficiency, but older homes can be 
upgraded to improve their energy performance as well.

Well-insulated, airtight homes, with high-efficiency heating and cooling systems can 
dramatically reduce your utility costs, or even eliminate them entirely by achieving Net 
Zero. But more importantly, these homes are comfortable and healthy. They're warm 
in winter, cool in summer, and free of any drafts. The ventilation system supplies fresh, 
clean air, that's never too dry or humid. High performance homes are also incredibly 
durable, helping to prevent conditions like dry rot and mould.

    BC Energy Step Code Upgrades

The Province of British Columbia has long stated that it will require net-zero energy-
ready new construction by 2032. That target prompted the development of BC's current 
Energy Step Code. It has also proposed development of a new code that would ad-
dress alterations to existing buildings by 2024.

Retrofits make buildings more efficient. This will help save energy and reduce GHG 
(green house gas) emissions. To help homeowners offset the costs of energy-saving 
and emission-reducing retrofits, the province is developing a new incentive program to 
complement existing utility programs.



BC Energy Step Code

2017 2032

To achieve Step 1, builders must demonstrate that they have met the en-
ergy-efficiency requirements of the current BC Building Code. In this “en-
hanced compliance” measure, builders must provide officials with an energy 
model to demonstrate that their design will meet the code requirements, and 
then later submit the results of an airtightness test.

Builders will need to improve the building's overall airtightness to achieve 
Step 2. Step 2 buildings are 10% more efficient than buildings built to the 
baseline requirements of the BC Building Code. The building design should 
have a lower overall window-to-wall ratio (WWR), like 40%. Higher building 
R-values are required, with a minimum effective R-10 for walls and effec-
tive R-20 for roofs. Improved window U-value performance is also essential, 
with double or triple-glazed windows. And the target heat-recovery efficiency 
should be 60%.



Achieving Step 3 involves a more integrated approach. To make these build-
ings 20% more efficient, designers begin by incorporating the Step 2 strate-
gies. The building design further reduces heat loss by addressing thermal 
bridging issues. Individual building units are sealed through compartmental-
ization, to improve airtightness.

To achieve Step 4, the home must be 40% more efficient. In addition to the 
performance requirements of the previous steps, Step 4 specifies a much 
higher level of heat recovery efficiency, of at least 80%. Triple-glazed win-
dows with high performance frames, and reduced frame elements, are re-
quired. All significant thermal bridges need to be eliminated.

A Step 5 building is 80% more efficient than specified by the BC Building 
Code. Step 5 represents a home that is Net Zero energy-ready; the most 
energy-efficient home that can be built today, and roughly equivalent to the 
rigorous Passive House standard. A Net Zero Home produces as much en-
ergy as it consumes.

    Passive House and EnerPHit Retrofits

Passive House goes beyond Step 5, with the target of being 90% more efficient than 
specified by the BC Building Code. Passive House is a voluntary standard for energy 
efficiency in a building, which reduces its ecological footprint in a home that is energy 
efficient, healthy, comfortable, and often surprisingly affordable. The main criteria of the 
Passive House (Passivehaus) Standard is an annual space heating/cooling demand of 
15kw/h per sq meter of area. Many existing buildings with great 'bones' have been suc-
cessfully updated to the Passive House Standard.

But, the Passive  House  Standard  cannot  be  feasibly  achieved  in many older  build-
ings  due  to  various existing structural challenges. For this reason, the PassiveHaus 
Institut developed the “EnerPHit – Quality-Approved Energy Retrofit with Passive 
House Components” Certificate program.

Significant energy savings of between 75 and 90% can still be achieved in existing 
homes with EnerPHit certification. Measures that have been very effective are: improv-
ing thermal insulation, reduction of thermal bridges, improving the overall airtightness, 
the use of triple pane Passive-House-suitable windows, installation of Passive-House-



suitable ventilation with highly efficient heat recovery, efficient heat generation solu-
tions and a switch to renewable energy sources.

For more information on Passive House, download “Planning your High-Performance 
Custom Home”.

Renovation Checklist

    Consult with your builder or engineer before starting the project.

    Decide on the renovations and additions you want to complete.

    Consider having a designer or architect draw up professional plans.

    Check on your local zoning ordinances and building codes.

    Take your blueprints and plans to the municipal assessor.

    Contract your designer / builder to complete the project work.

    Once you’ve completed the renovations and/or additions, report them to the
    municipal assessor.

With more than 25 years of residential design and renovation experience in Greater 
Vancouver, Coast Essential Construction can bring your renovation dreams to life.

Founder Reid Madiuk is a 3rd-generation family builder, trained as a carpenter from 
an early age. Reid soon recognized that there was a lack of designers who truly un-
derstood the building process. He quickly learned Autocad and began designing. Five 
years later, he made the jump to Vectorworks so his designs would come to life in 3D.

The design build (DB) process provides certainty on all three project parameters: cost, 
quality and time. It allows us to oversee the entire project from start to finish, taking full 
responsibility for the design, and any risks concerning pricing and timing. As the home-
owner, you provide the vision, and we take it from there. 

Experience Matters

https://www.coastessential.com/planning-your-high-performance-custom-home/
https://www.coastessential.com/planning-your-high-performance-custom-home/


Based on the North Shore, we design and build fine custom residences – sustainable 
high performance homes that meet the requirements of the BC Energy Step Code – 
and many projects throughout Greater Vancouver. We keep up to date with the chang-
ing BC Energy Step Code, and our Passive House knowledge, coupled with decades 
of design and construction experience, allows us to deliver an unparalleled renovation 
experience.

Heritage Renovation

Before After
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